
Chapter 8 

Results and Discussion 

,1 am focus of this chapter is to produce results of power electronics starter with its 
!lccessful run with WRIM. Power electronics starter has shown very successful results as a 
tarter and can act as a variable speed drive for a limited speed range. When it's come to 
! !L" \ ariable speed operation, the proposed power electronics starter cannot vary the speed 
:· the rotor as a VFD does, because by design we are feeding the rated voltage and 

·: -:q uency to the stator of the motor directly. But even though, this starter shows a very 
'Ppreciable speed control for a certain region, and it is not the full range as from zero speed 
, rated speed. The initial speed of the rotor will determine by the external resistance 
, mnected to the rotor winding, and speed control from that initial speed to the rated speed 
.tn be achieved via the proposed power electronics starter very smoothly. 
1gure 8.1 below shows an actual photograph of measuring of rotor speed with a digital 

.tc hometer during its practical test. 

!J"ig-8.1: :Measuring CJ(otor Speed with a ([)igita[ rfacfzometer 
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\~he table 8.1 below shows the recorded data during the tests with power electronics starter. 
!t shows very clearly, the proposed power electronics starter can vary the rotor speed with 
:he duty factor of the transistor, and with the increase of duty factor, the current flow 
1hrough the lGBT increases and current flow through the external resistor reduces. At the 
maximum speed of the rotor or the 100% duty factor of the transistor, the current flow 
1hrough the external resistor is zero and it has fully bypassed by the IGBT. 

IGBT 
Ext Duty 

Current 
Resistor VeE (V) RPM Factor 
Current 

(A) (A) 
(D) 

0 1.5 72 365 0 

0.66 0.6 51.6 401 25 

0.88 0.5 47.4 433 50 

1.17 0.5 42 468 75 

1.34 0.4 35.5 508 100 

1.58 0.3 30.6 539 125 

1.84 0.3 25.95 569 150 

2.1 0.2 21.36 596 175 

2.48 0.2 16.1 629 200 

2.71 0.1 10.33 666 225 

3.82 0 0.66 729 255 

<Ja 6[e-8.1: :Measuring of H}B<f Co[fector Current, Current tlirougfi C£x:_terna[ Y\§sistor, rrJI', and 
1\ptor Speed·vs. (])uty Pactor 

Figure 8.2 shows below a graph of Rotor Speed and VeE of IGBT vs. Duty factor of the 
IGBT. Initial speed with external 330hm star connected resistor bridge is about 365rpm. 
\nd the rest of the speed has controlled via the power electronics starter. It shows an 
c~lmost linear speed increase with the duty factor and at a duty factor of 1 OO(Yo, it reaches to 

the rated speed. 
Initially the IGBT is fully opened and the VCE shows the developed voltage at the DC link 
by the rotor winding with externally connected resistors, and at a duty factor of I 00°i<J, the 
VCE is 0.66V, meaning that the transistor is fully switched ON. 
All the tests have been carried out with a no load llkW WRIM. The same tests can be 
extended with a loaded motor in future. The main disadvantage of the conventional 
external resistance starter of the WRIM is resistance changes are done in step by step vvith 
pre defined values and hence the speed variation and current flow though the motor are not 
smooth. Therefore the rotor speed at a certain external rotor resistance is highly depending 
on the load torque. In simple tenns as the load torque varies, the rotor speed can vary even 

with the same external resistance. 
But with this power electronics starter, we can avoid that main disadvantage, as the speed 
controlling is possible with the duty factor of the IGBT. To achieve the speed regulation 
irrespective to the load torque, it is required to have a closed loop speed control operation 
\\ ith this power electronics starter. Further discussion on this subject will present in the 

chapter 9. 
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rFig-8. 2: 'R_ptor Speed and 'Vc•t ·vs. (])uty CFactor of I 9CJ3<f 

l·igurc 8.3 below shows the behavior of current flows through the extemal resistor and the 
IGBT vvith the increased duty factor. Initial whole rotor current will flow through the 
cxtcmal resistor as the lGBT is fully turned off. As the duty factor increases, current flow 
through the extemal resistor reduces and current flow through the IGBT increases. At a 
Lluty factor of 100% or as the IGBT is fully tumed on, the whole current will pass through 
the collector of IGBT, and flow through the external resistor will be zero. 
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qig-8. 3: Current tfirougli IqCJ3<f andCE'{terna[ Cf\s;sistor ·vs. (Duty CFactor of I (_/JYt 
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H.l Analysis of Rotor Currents: 
Figure 8.4 shows below the rotor current profile only with the extemal resistors, and the 
Lluty factor of the transistor is zero. Rotor current wi\\ fo\\ow a sinusoicla\ pa\\em as the 
llgure shows. Small distortions are available for the waveform as the experiment carried 

nut in a highly industrial environment. 

!Tig-8. 4: Cf?.gtor Current Profile witli ~erna[ CJ?gsistance 

Figures below show the rotor current profiles at different duty factors and pulse 
frequencies. Figure 8.5 shows the rotor current profile at a duty factor of 20% and a pulse 
frequency of 5kHz. As the IGBT starts to switch, rotor current profile will deviate from the 

sharp sinusoidal pattem. 

(Fig-8. 5: CJ{otor Current Proji[e at 20% of rDuty !Tactor ana Pu[se !Trequency of 5f(}{z 
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Figure 8.6 shows the rotor current profile at a duty factor of 40% and a pulse frequency of 
5kHz. 

at 40% of ([)uty CJ"actor and Pu[se CJ"requency of Sf(jf2 

Figure 8.6 shows the rotor current profile at a duty factor of 80% and a pulse frequency of 
.5kHz. As the duty factor increases, the rotor current will approach to the original sine 
\\ a\'e. 

8.2 Analysis of Currents Waveform through the DC Link Commutation Choke: 
DC Link commutation choke minimize the switching stresses on the rotor winding. Figure 
8.8 shows below the current profile via the DC Link commutation choke at a duty factor of 
-J.0°1i) and a pulse frequency of 1OkHz. As the oscilloscope calculates, the mean voltage drop 
across the inductor for a no load motor is about 42.5m V, and this ensures a very small 
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:)0\\ er loss at the inductor. But as the motor load increases this will increase. For the 
:urrent measurement, oscilloscope probe connected across a 0.050hm resistor, and hence 
\\ c can calculate the average current flow through the inductor, and is 0.856A. 

Tek ·· J'L e Stop M Po~: oJO(ls 
ft'""'"*''''~, }) ~~?~~ ?tt~'f'_1f'~'t'f~'t'"~ t ~ T • ~ " 

Yz-- -- 'i*!0Yih;ij-,,~/-;/;;jj)T;8i'.#fv /}Wf4H"M#i¥4'~~"''" .... .., • .,_r,-,,,.""'_m0_/0'='-=<' n! _, 

!Fig-8.8: Current Profile t!irough the (])C Link,Commutation Chof?.s. 
at 40% of (])uty !Factor and Pufse !Frequency of 1 0/(j-{z 

\1aximum power loss across the inductor can analyze at a maximum duty factor of the 
1ransistor. Figure 8.9 shows below the current profile via the DC link commutation choke 
,\t a duty factor of 100% and at a pulse frequency of 1OkHz. Here the mean voltage across 
1hc choke is 134m V across a 0.050hm resistor. Therefore we can calculate the average 
current flow through the inductor, and is 2.68A for a no load motor. 

!Fig-8. 9: Current ProfiCe through the (])CLink, Commutation Chof?.s. 
at 100% oj(])uty TactorandPufse !Frequency of10/(f{z 
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8.3 Harmonic Analysis: 
A Fluke 438 Power Quality Analyzer (PQA) is used to analyze the harmonics generated 
due to power electronics starter. As the power electronics starter operates at a higher 
switching frequency, it is advisable to investigate the harmonic generation by that starter. 
Figure 8.10 shows the PQA in connection with the WRIM. 

CFig-8.1 0: CE,{ectrica[ Connections of tlie CF[u/(§ }l na[yzer witli r(;J)<Rj'J11 

Table 8.2 shows the Total ham1onic Distortion (THD) vs. the duty factor of the TGBT at a 
pulse frequency of 5kHz. THD increases as the duty factor increases, and recorded a 
maximum distortion at a 100% duty factor of the transistor. 

Switching Duty of 
THD% 

Current (A) 
Frequency IGBT rms 

5kHz 0 0.4 7.06 
5kHz 50 0.5 6.99 
5kHz 100 0.6 7.06 
5kHz 150 0.7 6.99 
5kHz 200 0.9 7.02 
5kHz 255 2.2 6.84 

'Ta6[e-8.2: J{armonic }lna[ysis at rJJifferent rDuty CFactors am[ Pufse CFrequency of 5kf[::, 

Further, we have changed the base frequency or the pulse frequency from 0.5kHz to 1OkHz 
and observe the THD value at the maximum duty factor. THD value is almost same and 
keeping constantly as the base frequency changes. 

Switching Duty of 
THD% 

Current (A) 
Frequency IGBT rms 

0.5kHz 255 2.3 6.87 
1kHz 255 2.4 6.9 

2.5kHz 255 2.3 6.87 
5kHz 255 2.2 6.84 

7.5kHz 255 2.1 6.77 
10kHz 255 2.3 6.84 

'Ta6{e-8.3: J{armonic }lna[ysis at different Pufse CFrequencies 
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\\'hen \Ve having a closer look on the harmonics generated by the power electronics sta1ier, 
the highest recorded THO value is 2.4%, and it is well within the acceptable range. But it is 
1 mportant to notify, the analysis has done for the no loaded motor, and future studies will 
complete the ham1onic analysis with a loaded motor. 
hgure 8.11 shows a recorded figure during the harmonic analysis with the PQA at a 100°/t) 
duty of the IGBT and a pulse frequency of 5kHz. This shows 3rd and 5

111 
harmonics are 

originated slightly, and not significantly. 

(J)uty (}'actor ancfPufsc (}'rcqucncy of 5kf[z 

!he proposed power electronics starter is a rotor-based starter and switching stresses will 
minimize by the DC link commutation choke and by the intemal rotor inductance. Transfer 
\)f switching stress to the stator is at a lower value and the harmonic generation with a delta 
connected stator winding is at a very low level as the results shows above. 
I his implies that, there is a very low chance to generate a higher THO value with a rotor 
hased power electronics starter as in the proposal. 
A..bove THO measurements have been done, once the rotor speed becomes stable at a 
relevant duty factor of the IGBT. Further more it is advisable to observe the THO levels 
during the acceleration of the rotor under a pre-set ramp. 

8.4 Analysis of Rotor Current Profiles with the FLUKE PQA: 
Analysis of the rotor current profiles has been done with the FLUKE PQA too and it 
confirms the results obtained with the oscilloscope. 
I· igure 8.12 shows below the rotor current profile at 50% of duty factor and pulse 
11-cqucncy of 1OkHz. 
Figure 8.13 shows below the rotor current profile at 100% of duty factor and pulse 
l!·equcncy of 1OkHz. 
Figure 8.14 shows below the rotor current profile at 0% of duty factor and pulse frequency 
of I OkHz. Further more, this shows the initial current profile through the rotor only with 
the external resistors. 
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ls·11till. RAHGEt:t;MuiiWIS*i!U!jUjal 
'Fig-8.12: rJ(otor Current Profile at 50% of !J)uty Tactor and Pufse Trequency of 1 Of(j{2 

...._ am , 
at 100% of!J)uty TactorandPufse Trequency of10/(j{2 
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'Fig-8.1 .if.: (j(otor Proji[e at 0% of !J)uty Tactor and Pufse Trequency of 1 O{(jf::. 
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